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Abstract

Measures of popularity and appreciation provide useful information for search and recommendation systems that facilitate access to growing amounts of user-generated content, such as online recipes. However, user rating and commenting behavior is not only influenced by the content itself, but also due to additional effects introduced by biases and contexts. Based on a large dataset of more than 400,000 online recipes, we investigate the nature of such biases and the impact on the number of ratings, comments and views. Our analysis shows that user feedback is significantly influenced by the recipe author’s prior reputation, by friendship relations, similarity between user profiles, temporal and seasonal effects, and editorial choices. Furthermore, a regression analysis shows that for the number of ratings received by recipes in particular, an excellent fit can be obtained based on a combination of these biases. These results imply that the popularity of an item is heavily influenced by random bias introduced by various external factors that impact rating and commenting behavior in a relatively short time span after publication.

Introduction

User reputations in online communities are largely based on their contributions to these communities. This is particularly the case when these communities are centered around sharing items or knowledge that are directly of use to the community - such as advice and support on Stack Overflow, hotel reviews on TripAdvisor or recipes on Allrecipes. These reputations are built and measured in different ways, most notably through ratings and comments from other users.

In an ideal world, these ratings and comments objectively reflect the quality of an explanation, a review or a recipe. In reality, several types of bias have an impact on the reputation of users’ contributions and therewith on the reputations of the users themselves. Particularly peer pressure and herd- ing behavior are known sources of bias (Lee, Hosanagar, and Tan 2015). As an example, contributions from users with a good reputation or many friends usually obtain higher ratings and better comments than similar contributions from users who do not (yet) have a good track record.

In this paper, we investigate different types of bias that are expected to be found in food communities. On platforms like Allrecipes¹ or the German community Kochbar², users upload and share their recipes with the community - as well as with users who only search for recipes.

Similar to books or movies, individual taste plays an important role in users’ (subjective) perception of the ‘quality’ of a recipe. For this reason, search and recommendation are often based on collaborative filtering (e.g. (Freyne and Berkovsky 2010)): users will be recommended recipes that are liked by users who like similar recipes as themselves.

In contrast to books and movies, and particularly in contrast to news and social media posts, food recipes are expected to be relatively timeless: despite trends and seasonality, recipes of one or two, or even five, years old, are not yet ’stale’ or old-fashioned. Nevertheless, we observe that time plays a relatively pronounced role: recipes receive most of the attention on recipe platforms shortly after being published (see Fig. 1). As we will show in this paper, the rating and commenting behavior in this relatively short time span is shaped by different types of biases, which have a direct impact on the longer-lasting popularity of a recipe and its creator.

Friendship is a known bias and its effect is a bit of a chicken-and-egg problem: people befriend people they like and people like their friends better than others. In addition, users’ prior popularity is expected to have an impact on the
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¹http://allrecipes.com/
²http://www.kochbar.de/
ratings they will receive. Furthermore, gender effects play a role as well (Rokicki et al. 2016). Time aspects, such as day of week, public holidays and seasonality are known to have an impact on user activity and commenting behavior. Finally, editorial choices, such as featuring selected recipes, can boost its reputation as well. All these different choices and decisions are arguably only loosely related to the (perceived) quality of a recipe.

As ratings and comments are used as important selection criteria for search results and recommendations, the implication of these biases is that users may not necessarily be recommended the best, most popular or most relevant recipes. More general, as will be discussed at the end of this paper, it seems that popularity factors in social platforms with peer-reviewing mechanisms are at least to a certain extent random.

Contributions We investigate the influence of different types of biases on ratings, views and comment sentiment on online recipes. We explore the nature of social biases, such as the author’s reputation and friendship relations, as well as temporal biases and editorial biases. The results indicate that these external factors are strongest during a short period after publication, with a significant, lasting impact on the popularity of a recipe. These results provide more insights on the usefulness and reliability of measures of popularity and appreciation in online communities that are characterized by users who alternatingly play the role of content creator and consumer.

Related Work

In this section we summarize relevant related work. We organize the content in three main sub-sections. First, we discuss several forms of bias in online ratings: how they are introduced, how they propagate and how they are perceived. Second, we summarize already existing work that has been performed in the context of understanding online food consumption and production behavior. Finally, we review research on recommender systems for online food (the systems we want to enhance given the insights from this paper).

Bias in Online Ratings

It is well-known that the design and functionality of a platform - for example the way ratings and comments are elicited, or the way items are recommended - shape user behavior. In addition, social norms within the platform are shaped by user communities as well as existing norms in a particular area, such as recipe exchange (Olteanu et al. 2016). Several types of bias have been studied in different contexts.

If one would have read a book, watched a movie or stayed in a hotel and would leave a rating or comment in a social platform, this comment or rating is most likely influenced by prior ratings: users tend to herd with the crowd when rating popular movies and to differentiate for niche movies; in all cases, they tend to follow their friends’ opinions, particularly if the circle of friends is relatively small (Lee, Hosanagar, and Tan 2015). The main reason for this effect is that users do not want to stand out negatively among their peers. Similar results have been obtained in a controlled study in the domain of book ratings (Wang, Zhang, and Hann 2015). The authors also found that peer influence is stronger for older books, which already have an established reputation.

An additional factor that influences the direction in which an item’s ratings and reputation is driving as a result of peer pressure, is that negative reviews have more impact than positive reviews (Chen and Lurie 2013). As a result, one negative review might cancel out a far larger number of positive reviews. However, the presence of temporal information (i.e. when the reviews have been given) reduces this effect.

It has been observed that ratings on recipe websites like Kochbar are overwhelmingly positive (Rokicki et al. 2016). The same effect has been observed on the accommodation marketplace Airbnb (Zervas, Proserpio, and Byers 2015), where over 95% of the ratings are 4.5 stars or higher - in contrast to TripAdvisor, where ratings follow a positively skewed normal-like distribution with an average of 3.8 stars. The authors hypothesize that one of the reasons may be that ratings are mutual (guests can rate hosts and hosts can rate guests).

Food communities like Kochbar have in common with Airbnb that ratings are mutual. Whereas in the case of books, movies or hotels, the authors, actors or hotel owners are not part of the community of readers, watchers or guests, in online recipe communities users can play alternatively the role of creator and consumer and maintain online ‘friendships’ in both roles. A major difference with Airbnb is that - similar to books and movies - recipes are created and published just once, whereas accommodations offered by Airbnb are constantly ‘freshly available’. This leads to the unique situation that recipes in food communities have a short time span during which they receive the majority of ratings, which at the same time are influenced by peer pressure, mutual relationships and other types of bias.

Studies on Online Food Patterns

Studying and understanding online food patterns is a relatively new field of research and only a few studies exist. These have mostly been conducted on a smaller scale, through, e.g., online or telephone surveys (Tilman and Clark 2014). In contrast to these studies, we apply data-mining techniques to an online community platform, in order to study these patterns on a much larger scale.

One significant large-scale research effort in this context was a study conducted by (Ahn et al. 2011), who mined and analyzed three different large-scale online food community platforms from Europe, the US and China to unveil patterns on how recipes are created online in a global sense, how they vary and to find out which flavor components make, for instance, Indian food different from the rest of the world. A second noteworthy large-scale study was conducted by (West, White, and Horvitz 2013), who analyzed a large corpus of Microsoft Bing search logs to discover patterns in how people search and access information in the online food community website Allrecipes.com. The results indicate that queries for food on the Web follow weekly and yearly trends.
Studies on Online Food Recommender Systems

Although food recommendation has been infrequently studied, there is a small body of appropriate related work. Early attempts to design automated systems using case-based planning to recommend meals include CHEF (Hammond 1986) and JULIA (Hinrichs 1989). Other approaches include hybrid recommenders (Sobeci, Babia, and Slanina 2006) and recommendations based on grouping of users (Svensson et al. 2000). More recent efforts try to understand a user’s tastes, improving recommendations by breaking recipes down into individual ingredients (Freyne, Berkovsky, and Smith 2011; Freyne and Berkovsky 2010). (Teng, Lin, and Adamic 2012) make use of complementary

and substitution networks and show which ingredients users add, remove, pair or substitute. This allows them to predict which variation of a recipe will receive the best ratings. More recent work in this context includes the studies of (Elsweiler and Harvey 2015; Elsweiler et al. 2015), (Ge et al. 2015), (Trattner and Elsweiler 2017), (Bianchini et al. 2016) and (Yang et al. 2016), proposing new methods for healthy online food recommendations.

Chef Watson, created by the team of IBM Watson, is to date the only “recommender” system that actually helps the user in creating recipes. Chef Watson uses machine learning techniques for automatically creating recipes that match user preferences, based on existing recipes from the Bon Appetit recipe website (available to the public at https://www.ibmchefwatson.com/).

Dataset

For the purpose of our study, we rely on a large-scale crawl from Kochbar.de, a German online food community website to which users can upload and rate cooking recipes, obtained in (Kusmierczyk, Trattner, and Nørvåg 2015a). The dataset encompasses more than 400 thousand recipes published between 2008 and 2014. Figure 2 shows the long term development of the platform in terms of the number of recipes published per month. After an initial increase in recipe uploads, the platform entered a state of steady decline in activity. To minimize the impact of these long-term developments on our study, we restrict our analysis to recipes that have been uploaded in 2010 or later (195 thousand recipes remain). At this time, the number of known ingredients, as well as recipe innovation in terms of ingredient combinations were saturated (Kusmierczyk, Trattner, and Nørvåg 2015a).

Overall, almost 200 thousand users provided 2.7 million comments and 7.7 million ratings. The ratings are on a Likert scale, but overwhelmingly positive (99.1% gave a rating of 5). As can be seen in Figure 3, the distributions of the number of ratings per recipe and the number of comments per recipe are long-tailed. Gender and age information was given by 95 thousand and 57 thousand users, respectively. More than 18 thousand users have also actively contributed recipes to the platform. Furthermore, friendship relations exist between more than 15 thousand users, with 100 thousand friendship relationships in total.

3https://www.kochbar.de
Empirical Data Analysis

In this section we show to what extent the popularity of recipes – in terms of ratings, comments and views – depends on factors that are independent from the recipe content itself. We are interested in how well recipes are received on the platform in terms of popularity (number of ratings, comments, and views) as well as appreciation (comment sentiment). Whereas ratings are heavily skewed towards 5-star ratings, comment sentiment showed to be normally dis-sentiment). Whereas ratings are heavily skewed towards 5-star ratings, comment sentiment showed to be normally distributed on a scale from -4 (very negative sentiment) to +4 (very positive sentiment)\(^4\).

Social Biases

Popular Recipe Authors  Figure 4 shows the number of ratings received by recipes in relation to the number of friends of recipe authors. The plot reveals a likely correlation between author popularity in terms of number of friends and recipe popularity. This would be in line with our expectations, given the fact that a considerable fraction of ratings – especially for popular recipes – is given by friends of the recipe authors.

We further investigate this in Figure 5, which shows Spearman’s rank correlations between recipe popularity (in terms of number of ratings, number of comments, and number of views) and author popularity (in terms of number of friends). We can observe a high correlation between author popularity and recipe popularity in terms of number of ratings (\(\rho = 0.70, \ p < .001\)) and comments (\(\rho = 0.57, \ p < .001\)). In contrast, the correlation between author popularity and recipe views – which, in contrast to ratings and comments, are not restricted to registered platform users – is quite low (although still significant), with only a value of \(\rho = 0.14, \ p < .001\). The correlation values between the number of views and the number of ratings (\(\rho = 0.42, \ p < .001\)) and comments (\(\rho = 0.41, \ p < .001\)) are relatively low as well.

The effect of an author’s established reputation on the number of ratings can be shown in Figure 6(a): the average number of ratings for a recipe grows with the number of previously published recipes, an effect that stabilizes after about 300 recipes – which is apparently the point that the recipe author has completed the reputation building phase. By contrast, the number of views remains quite stable (b).

The above results indicate that author popularity and friendship do result in a bias regarding ratings and comments, but not so much regarding the (more or less) independent and arguably more objective number of views.

Friendship  Overall, 49.9% of all comments and 45.5% of ratings are given to recipes from friends. Figure 7 shows the fractions of ratings received from friends of the recipe authors in relation to the overall number of ratings received. We can observe that, interestingly, the fraction of ratings/comments received from friends is higher for more popular recipes, starting with recipes with approximately more than 50 ratings and recipes with more than 20 comments. We bisect the recipe data and find that recipes with more than 50 ratings receive a significantly higher fraction of ratings by friends (\(M = 0.54\)) than recipes with less than 50 but more than 10 ratings (\(M = 0.39\), \(W = 2.147 \cdot 10^9\), \(p < .001\), \(r = .316\)). This implies that the Kochbar community is dominated by a dense clique of users with close connections.

Comments on friends’ recipes are longer (\(M = 79.5\) characters) compared to comments on strangers’ recipes (\(M = 77.3\)), \(W = 2.603 \cdot 10^{11}\), \(p < .001\), \(r = .041\). However, if we distinguish commentator gender, a slightly different picture emerges. The difference between male comments on friends’ recipes (\(M = 75.4\)) and male comments on strangers’ recipes (\(M = 73.3\)) is not significant, \(W = 1.249 \cdot 10^{10}\), \(p = 0.95\), while female comments on friends’ recipes (\(M = 80.7\)) are significantly longer than female comments on strangers’ recipes (\(M = 76.6\))\(^9\).

\(^{195}\)

\(^{4}\)Sentiment was computed using the German version of SentiStrength (http://sentistrength.wlv.ac.uk).

\(^{9}\)The effect on the number of friends of recipe authors in relation to the number of ratings received by the recipes.

Figure 4: Scatter plot of the number of friends of recipe authors in relation to the number of ratings received by the recipes.

Figure 5: Spearman’s rank correlations for recipe popularity in terms of number of ratings, number of comments, number of views and author popularity in terms of number of friends (*\(p < 0.05\), **\(p < 0.01\), ***\(p < 0.001\)).

Figure 6: The effect of an author’s established reputation on the number of ratings for a recipe grows with the number of previously published recipes, an effect that stabilizes after about 300 recipes – which is apparently the point that the recipe author has completed the reputation building phase. By contrast, the number of views remains quite stable.

Figure 7: The fractions of ratings received from friends of the recipe authors in relation to the overall number of ratings received. We can observe that, interestingly, the fraction of ratings/comments received from friends is higher for more popular recipes, starting with recipes with approximately more than 50 ratings and recipes with more than 20 comments.
comments on strangers’ recipes \((M = 76.7)\), \(W = 1.454 \cdot 10^{11}, p < .001, r = .058\).

In terms of sentimnt, the results are similar. Overall, comments on friends’ recipes have a more positive sentiment \((M = .272)\) in comparison to comments on strangers’ recipes \((M = .240)\), \(W = 2.556 \cdot 10^{11}, p < .001, r = .022\). This effect is significant both for male commentators \((M = .214 \text{ vs } M = .147, W = 1.300 \cdot 10^{10}, p < .001, r = .041\) and for female commentators \((M = .297 \text{ vs } M = .275, W = 1.400 \cdot 10^{11}, p < .001, r = .017)\).

To summarize, recipes receive about as many ratings from ‘friends’ as from ‘strangers’. Comments on recipes from friends are longer than on other recipes, particularly in the case of female users, and the sentiment is more positive.

**Gender Bias**

The results in the previous section highlight that gender influences user feedback on recipes and this warrants further study. We start by analyzing rating behavior. We expect a preference for rating recipes of users of the same gender and measure the fraction of ratings received from female users for recipes of male and of female recipe authors. However, contrary to this intuition, we find that male recipes receive a higher fraction of ratings from female users \((M = 0.68)\) compared to female recipes \((M = 0.67)\) instead, \(W = 2.423 \cdot 10^{10}, p < .001, r = .098\). Figure 8 contrasts the fractions of ratings received from female users in relation to the total number of ratings received. The plot reveals a slight upwards trend for the fraction of female ratings with increasing recipe popularity.

Another aspect of user feedback is the nature of the comments on recipes. Comments from female users \((M = 78.9\) characters) are slightly, but significantly longer than comments from male users \((M = 74.3, W = 1.634 \cdot 10^{11}, p < .001, r = .024\). Female commentators write longer comments \((M = 81.2)\) on male recipes than on female recipes \((M = 77.6, W = 8.448 \cdot 10^{10}, p < .001, r = .034\). Similarly, male commentators also write longer comments \((M = 76.5)\) on male recipes than on female recipes \((M = 73.3, W = 7.541 \cdot 10^{9}, p < .001, r = .0304\).

Sentiment in comments on recipes of authors with the same gender \((M = .285)\) is slightly, but significantly higher than sentiment in comments on recipes of authors of the opposite gender \((M = .225, W = 2.003 \cdot 10^{11}, p < .001, r = .049)\). However, as female users are more positive in their comments overall \((M = .287)\) compared to male users \((M = .184, W = 1.530 \cdot 10^{11}, p < .001, r = .086\), we suspect that the observation for same-gender comments stem from the overall gender distribution. Indeed, female users are more positive in their comments on female recipes \((M = .293)\) compared to male recipes \((M = .269, W = 8.035 \cdot 10^{10}, p < .001, r = .017)\). As male users are also more positive in their comments on female recipes \((M = .187)\), compared to comments on male recipes \((M = .175)\),
Temporal Biases

User behavior also varies over time. Figure 9 shows the distributions of recipes, ratings, comments and sentiment by day of the week. The distribution of recipe uploads shown in Figure 9a is relatively constant across the week, with a single peak on Sunday (when 16.4% of all recipes are uploaded). Similarly, users are more active in terms of ratings and comments on Sunday as well. However, across the week we rather observe a continuous downwards trend between Sunday and Saturday. Comment sentiment varies slightly but significantly across the days of the week. As the distribution of ratings shows mean and median ratings per day starting with the date of being published over time for both groups of recipes that were featured within 3 days of being uploaded and we expect initial spikes in the number of ratings recipes receive directly after they are uploaded. In summary, appreciation of recipes slightly varies in seasonal, as well as weekly patterns.

Figure 9: Recipes, ratings, comments, and comment sentiment by day of the week.

$W = 7.266 \cdot 10^9$, $p < .001$, $r = .007$, we can conclude – in line with (Rokicki et al. 2016) – that recipes from females receive more positive comments in general.

In summary, we can conclude that even though there are differences in commenting behavior between males and females, the tendencies are the same: recipes from women receive shorter, more positive comments.

Editorial Biases

On the platform, there are multiple mechanisms through which editorial biases may be introduced. Among others, the front page of the platform features “recommended recipes” and “recipes of the week”, selected by editorial staff. A recipe of the week is selected every week on Mondays, starting in May 2008 and spanning the whole duration of our dataset. For recommended recipes, on the other hand, the time of being featured is not available – however, we expect that a number of recipes has not been picked up by the editorial staff immediately upon being published, as is the case for recipes of the week. We confirm this for the recipes of the week in Figure 11, which shows the delay in days between publishing of recipes and being featured as recipe of the week. The figure shows that, although a large number of recipes becomes recipe of the week within a week of being published (38.3%), the majority is picked up only later – after a median delay of 13 days.

Figure 12 shows a boxplot of ratings per week for recipes of the week, relative to the date of being featured. Most ratings are received within a week of being featured, however, there is also a large number of outliers, with high numbers of ratings even months earlier or later – as described in the previous paragraph, the majority of recipes is not featured within one week of being published and we expect initial spikes in the number of ratings recipes receive directly after they are uploaded.

To differentiate between these two effects, we compare recipes that were featured within 3 days of being uploaded to the platform to recipes that were not featured. Figure 13 shows mean and median ratings per day starting with the date of being published over time for both groups of recipes (We only consider recipes with at least 10 ratings in total). The plot shows that the initial number of ratings is slightly
lower for recipes of the week (Median 11 vs Median 13). However, the ratings decay slower compared to recipes that where not featured, with a median of two ratings per day even after a week of being featured – in contrast to recipes that were not featured, where median number of ratings reaches zero only three days after being published.

In short, by selecting recipes to be featured, the platform introduced significant editorial bias, resulting to a boost in ratings, directly after the moment of being featured. Unfortunately, we cannot analyse in retrospective whether this leads to major differences in the long term, as the featured recipes are arguably all recipes that would have attracted more ratings and comments anyway.

Regression Analysis

Finally, Table 1 shows the results of three regression models using the mean comment sentiment, number of ratings and views as dependent variable and editorial, temporal and social feature sets as independent variables. We omit recipes with NULL values, resulting in a dataset of 128 thousand recipes (including NA rows, we have 194 thousand recipes). All models were optimized using a stepwise search procedure, using the R software package and the best models and according features are presented. As shown, most of the investigated features are significant.

In the Poisson models for the number of ratings and views, editorial biases uniformly have significant positive correlations, although one of the features is eliminated in each model due to redundancy. All temporal, author, social and gender features are significant as well. Features for author popularity, ‘Number of friends’ and ‘Guest book entries’, show positive correlations with recipe popularity, while author activity, in terms of ‘Recipes published’ in particular, has a negative correlation. ‘Recipe position in cookbook’ on the other hand, might serve as a proxy for the author’s stage of reputation building at the time of publishing the recipe and has a positive correlation for the number of ratings but not for the number of views. Although ‘Author gender male’ has a positive correlation for ratings and views, receiving high shares of feedback from male users is negatively correlated. The same is the case for ‘Comments by friends’, suggesting that feedback from (impartial) strangers is a better predictor of overall popularity.

Similar patterns are observed when investigating the OLS model predicting the mean comment sentiment of a recipe. All feature sets investigated show a positive correlation, except the gender feature set and two features ‘Guest book entries’ and ‘Recipes published’ in the author feature set – which suggests that recipes geared toward males have a slight disadvantage in Kochbar and that being overly productive does not necessarily lead to more appreciation.

Conclusions and Discussion

In this paper, we have identified and described several types of bias that have a direct impact on the number of ratings and comments on recipes in the German food community Kochbar. Among others, the prior reputation and the number of friends is highly correlated with the ratings and comments, but not with the – arguably more objective – number of views. Further, friendship relations lead to more ratings and more positive comments. Also, a slight influence of temporal and seasonal features can be observed. Most importantly, editorial bias is – most likely deliberately – introduced by featuring recipes. As a result, as we have shown by means of a regression analysis, the popularity of a recipe can be successfully predicted by means of these external fea-
features. These results clearly show a very direct impact of external bias on the number of ratings and comments.

An important implication of these findings is that the popularity of an item is heavily influenced by bias introduced by various external factors that influence rating and commenting behavior in a relatively short time span after publication. As a result, information retrieval systems that sort items based on ratings and comments may not always recommend the best, most popular or most relevant ones. The number of views is probably a more objective measure. In a similar vein, in line with (Olteanu et al. 2016), the results imply as well that one should be careful in generalizing results that have been drawn from observed rating and commenting patterns.

One shortcoming of our paper is that our analysis was restricted a single – although large – online food community. As such, the specific external factors that we investigated are partially specific to online recipe platforms or even to the specific platform that we observed. However, the observation that ratings in platforms where users function both as creators and consumers (and therefore provide reviews as well as are being reviewed) are extremely positively skewed has been observed in other platforms as well, such as Airbnb (Zervas, Proserpio, and Byers 2015). The same yields for the effects of friendship and author popularity. In the future, we plan to replicate our study and confirm these observations for other online food sharing platforms as well.
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